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Representations Employed
• Set-Based Design (Sobek, Ward & Liker, 1999)
• Quality Function Deployment (Hauser & Clausing, 1988)
• Design Structure Matrices (Eppinger & Browning, 2012)
• Multi-Stakeholder, Multi-Attribute Utility Theory 
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Market Needs vs. Enabling Technologies
Investors’ Attributes of Interest
• Competitive Advantage (CA): To what extent will the  
investment of interest enable value-added pricing,
reduce production costs, reduce operating costs, and 
leverage existing capacities?
• Strategic Fit (SF): To what extent will the investment of  
interest leverage technology competencies, exploit 
current delivery architectures, complement existing 
value propositions, exploit current partnerships and
infrastructure, and provide other opportunities for 
exploitation?
• Return on Investment (ROI): What capital expenditures,
technology acquisition costs, and labor expenses will be 
needed? What revenue and profits will likely result?
Alternative Investment Scenarios













ROI + CA = 0.8
Overall Investment Strategy
• Substantial investment in Scenario 2 – a hedge against 
market and technology risks
• Moderate investment in Scenario 3 – a hedge against 
Scenario 2 not resulting in a partner
• Baseline investment in Scenario 4 – acceptance of a 
traditional role in the automotive marketplace
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